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In this work we presented a two port nonlinear joint transform correlator with two complimentary results. This correlator is based on a two port photorefractive limiting quadratic processor. In the limiting regime we demonstrated experimentally and by computer simulation, that the correlation operation is like a phase extraction correlator operation, regardless of the sign of the coupling coefficient. However, for positive coupling coefficients and intermediate beam ratios, one port performs as a phase-only filter and the other as a classical matched filter.
Nonlinear joint transform correlator

In this work we presented two port nonlinear joint transform correlator with two complementary results. This correlator is based on using a two port photorefractive limiting quadratic processor. In the limiting regime we demonstrated experimentally and by computer simulation, that the correlation operation is like a phase extraction correlator operation, regardless of the sign of the coupling coefficient. However, for positive coupling coefficients and intermediate beam ratios, one port performs as a phase-only filter and the other as a classical matched filter.
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Optimal correlation design for associative memory

Most of the implementations of associative memories are based on using the Hopfield algorithm. The basis of all holographic implementations uses holograms which multiplex several holographic matched filters. It is well-known that the classical matched filter has a poor discrimination ability and therefore most of the implementation based on the Hopfield algorithm has poor performance. To improve the performance, we first derived the optimal algorithm which maximizes the criteria peak-to noise-ratio (or the discrimination ability). Our algorithm is basically a modification of the Yaroslavsky algorithm.

The hardware implementation of this algorithm is not easy. Therefore, we suggest several
alterations which approximate the optimal algorithm. One alteration is based on using nonlinear saturation amplifiers in architectures with holograms which multiplex several matched filters. The use of a saturation amplifier has proven its effectiveness by others in recalling all of the information when the memory is addressed with 1/50 of the full information. These experimental results verify our derivation of the new algorithm and its modification.
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Homodyne and Heterodyne Frequency Classifier

In this work, we demonstrated the operation of an externally-pumped phase conjugate mirror as a frequency division demultiplexer. In this architecture, a self-pumped phase conjugator is pumped by two beams. One is a reference beam, which is phase conjugated via a self-pumped mechanism, and the other is a signal beam, which is conjugated via pumping by the conjugate of the reference beam. For the demultiplexing operation, the signal beam multiplexes many spatial-temporal signals, while the reference beam is temporally modulated. Demultiplexing occurs only if the frequency of the modulation in the reference beam is equal to the frequency of one of the signals.
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